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ABSTRACT

The estimation of an upper bound for the modelling errors of an MIMO
transfer function model, obtained by black-box identification, is
considered. Á mot1ve for this study 1s the problem of testing the
robustness of feedback systems and the design of robust controllers
wi th respect to the stabi 11 ty requirement. For this a bound on the
model uncertainty is necessary. Based upon the asymptotic theory on
the properties of black-box transfer function estimates, developed by
Ljung and Yuan, a statistical bound on the absolute value of the
(addit i ve) mode11ing errors is defined as the sum of the abs0 Iute
value of the bias part and the 30- bound of the variance (random) part
of the mode11 ing errors. This class of structured model uncertainty
ignores only the phase information of the individual elements of the
modelling error matrix. For testing this multidimensional upper bound,
FORTRAN programs are written based on two proposed algorithms. With
these programs several numerical tests are performed using the
simulation data of an estimated MIMO process. The upper bound is also
calculated for the mode 11 ing errors of an industrial MIMO process
using the real measured data. It is shown how the derived "structured"
description of the model uncertainty can be used for the robust
stability analysis.

SAMENVATTING

Het schat ten van een bovengrens voor de modelfouten van een MIMO
overdrachtsfunctie, verkregen met "bI ack-box " identificatie, wordt
beschouwd. Een reden voor deze studie is het probleem van het testen
van de robuustheid van teruggekoppelde systemen en het ontwerpen van
robuuste regelaars met betrekking tot de stabi I i tei tseisen. Hiervoor
is namelijk een grens voor de modelonzekerheid nodig.
Gebaseerd op de asymptotische theorie voor de eigenschappen van
geschatte overdrachtsfuncties, ontwikkeld door Ljung en Yuan, is een
statistische grens voor de absolute waarde van de modelfouten
gedefinieerd als de som van de absolute waarde van het "bias" gedeelte
en de 30- grens van het "variance" gedeelte van de modelfouten. Deze
klasse van modelfouten verwaarloost alleen de fase informatie van elk
element van 'de matrix, die de modelfouten bevat. Om deze
mult idimensionale bovengrens te testen zijn er FORTRAN programma' s
geschreven op basis van twee beschreven algoritmen. Met deze
programma' s zijn er verschillende numerieke tests uitgevoerd waarbij
de simulatiedata van een geschat MIMO proces is gebruikt. Ook de
bovengrens voor de fouten van het model voor een bestaand industrieel
proces is berekend waarbij de gemeten procesdata wordt gebruikt. Er
wordt getoond hoe de gestructureerde beschrijving van de
modelonzekerheid gebruikt kan worden voor de robuuste
stabiliteitsanalyse.
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1 I NTRODUCTI ON

Although stabi 11 ty is the most important requirement of a design
scheme, most control problems will require several design obJectives
to be satisfied. A possible set of design obJectives is:

(i) stability;

(ii) reduction of sensitivity to parameter variations and/or
unmodelled dynamics;

reduction of system response to external disturbances;

realization of a specified transient response and/or frequency
response characteristics;

In control system engineering, feedback can be used as a means for
satlsfying these constraints. Systems wi th large stablli ty margins,
good disturbance attenuation, and/or low sensitivity have been
described as being robust. Sa feedback is a method for improving the
robustness properties of a system.
For the design of a controller a nominal model of the physical plant
is needed. Because this designed controller must be implemented and
operate with a real physical plant and the fact that no nominal model
can emulate the physical plant perfectly, it is clear that no nominal
plant model should be considered without the assessment of its errors.
These ident if1cat ion/modelling errors are often cal led the "model
uncertainty". This model uncertainty may be caused bye. g. :

(1) parameter variations;

(2) unmodelled dynamics;

(3) non linearities;

(4) presence of noise or other disturbances at various points in
the system;

(5) imperfect knowledge of the system parameters.

It should be noted that this model uncertainty doesn' t have to be
uncertain but may be caused by del i berately ignoring various known
dynamics in order to achieve a simpIer nominal design model for the
controller.
In the Jargon of classical feedback theory, the maximum variation in
plant open loop dynamics that can be tolerated before a partlcular
feedback design becomes unstable defines the design's stability
margin which provides a ·useful measure of its robustness against the
effects of bounded variatlons in open loop dynamics. Ir we for
instance use the classical Nyquist locus technique to get an
assessment of the stabill ty margins (for a SISO system), and i t is
known that the plant is accurately only within certain bounds then we
can model this bounded uncertainty about the locus of the plant model
(fig 1.1). Now the gain and phase margins can be found in the face of
bounded model uncertainty, which are more reliable than those for the
nominal plant model.
Sa if we want to test the robustness of a feedback controlled system
or design a robust controller, 1t is more realistlc to assume that

5



there is some uncertainty in the model description.

jw

Nyquisl Locus
of Plont Model

I/k

Flq.1.1 The feedback qaln k stabllizes every plant

whose Nyqulst locus lies lnslde the shaded "fuzzy"

band about the plant 110del.

This can for instanee he expressed by the following family of transfer
function matrices G (s) = G (s) + A (s) or G (s) = [I + A (s)]G (s).

P 0 a p m 0

where G (s) is the nominal value and A (s) and A (s) denote an unknown
o a m

but bounded additive and multiplicative perturbation respectively. For
additlve perturbations a controller must then he designed in such a
way that it tolerates the model uncertainty A (s) = G (s) - G (s) (cf.

aPo

fig. 1.2).

fj,a(S)
I

I

r + I I U I + ...
K(s) Go(s)./ . I I , - + y- y

Flq. 1.2 Closed loop system.

The robustness analysis of multivariable systems subject to unknown
perturbatlons is a topic of great current interest. Techniques have
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been developed which consider this problem for the case of 1inear
multivariabIe unity feedback systems, e.g. the singular value
decomposition method (Doyle and Ste1n [1981]) and the method of
E-contours (Daniel and Kouvaritakis [1984],[1985]). The latter gives
e1genvalue inclusion regions and thus extends the generalized Nyquist
criterion to the uncertain case, whereas the former method is used to
prov1de an immediate assessment of a measure of the margin of
stabil ity with respect to the uncertainty. Both methods assume that

the modelling errors A (s) and A (s) are norm bounded, cr(A (s)) :s
a m a

t (s) and cr(A (s)) :s t (s) (cr(·) is the maximum singular value of a
a m m

matrix), but otherwise entirely "unstructured". They g1 ve necessary
and sufficient stabi11 ty conditions for the class of unstructured
modelling errors. A key missing element in each of these techniques is
how to obtain an upper bound for the model uncertainty A (s) or A (s).

a m
Therefore this work attempts to solve this problem for additive
modelling errors by giving a statistical bound for the absolute value
of each entry of matrix A (s). The structural information about A (s)

a a

can then be used to deri ve a stabi 11 ty criterion (Kouvaritakis and
Latchman [1985 atb]) which is sufficient and necessary. The black-box
identification technique will be used to obtain a nominal model of a
MIMO process which is assumed to he linear time invariant. The bound
on A (5) is based on the asymptotic theory of black-box

a

identification, developed by Ljung and Yuan [1985].
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2 DERIVATION OF !HE BOUND

2.1 Problem formulation

When using linear models of dynamical systems for simulation,
prediction or control design purposes, it is important to keep in mind
that the model can never give a.~ exact description of the system under
consideration. If 1t 1s constructed by using physical laws, then
certain effects must have been neglected or approximated and 1f the
model has been identified from measured input and output data (black
box identification) then the disturbances in these data and the
I imited amount of data makes i t impossible to accurately describe
every feature of the system. To understand the effect of the model
uncertainty on the design for which the model has been used, and how
to affect them, an estimate of the model errors is needed.
In this report only the uncertainty in the system transfer function
estimate wil I be considered because the transfer function plays an
important role for understanding the properties of a linear model,
even if we work with a parametric time domain model. An other reason
is that stability tests are performed in the frequency domain.
So instead of the exact system description

only an approximate model

y( iw) = G( iw)u( iw)

(l)

(2)

can be set up. Here GO(iw) denotes the true transfer function matrix

of a mul ti-input mul ti-output (MIMO) process and G( iw) the nominal
model. The model uncertainty in eq. (2) is mostly described in terms of
additive or multiplicative perturbation to a nominal transfer function
matrix. In the former case GO(iw) can be represented as

GO (1w) = GCiw) + t:. G(1w)
a

where t:. G(iw) are the additive modelling errors;
a

and in the lat ter case as

(3)

(4)

where t:. G(1w) are the multipl1cative modell1ng errors. Instead of
Dl

bounding the matrix norm of t:. G(iw) or t:. G(iw) by a scalar function
Il Dl

l (iw) or l (iw), as mentioned in the introduction, we can introduce
a Dl

more structure in the modelling error description by considering the
bounds for the absolute value of the individual elements of the matrix
t:. G(iw) or t:. G(iw). This preserves the multidimensional character of

a Dl

the system in the consideration of the model errors.
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If we denote the transfer function from input nurnber j to output
nurnber i by g (iw), the (i,j)-th element of G(iw), then we can write

i J
for the matrix elements of GO(iw)

gO (iw) = g Ow) + !:J. g Ow) (5)
ij ij aiJ

and

gOiJOW) = g Ow) [ 1 + !:J. g (iW)] (6)ij m ij

° Awhere g (iw), g (iw) and !:J. g (iw) are precisely the elements ofij ij m ij
° AG (iw), G( iw) and !:J. G( iw) respect i vely, but where !:J. g (iw) are not

m m ij
the elements of !:J. G(iw).

m

In practice, it is difficult to determine the modelling errors
exactly. Therefore this work wil I concentrate on deri ving an upper
bound for element additive modelling errors when we use a black-box

A

identification technique. The estimate G( iw) is then based on input
and output measurements which are always subject to errors and
disturbances. It is common to describe these errors and disturbances
as stochastic processes. The IlO data set caIl thus be seen as a
realisation of a random process. The estimates g (iw), based on the

iJ
IlO data set, can thus be seen as random variables and therefore the
modelling errors !:J. g (iw) can be considered as random variables.

a i J
This element modelling error can be written as

!:J. g Ow)
a ij

gO (iw) - g (iw)
iJiJ

= gO (iw) - E{g (iW)} + E{g (iW)} - g (iw)ij ij ij ij

(7)

where E denotes the expectation operator.
It is cornrnon to divide the estimation error into bias and variance.
Therefore we wil I call the first part of (7) the bias part and the
second part thè random or variance part. The distribution of the
random part is not known, but if we assurne that i t has a normal
distribution with variance ~(w) then the absolute value of this random
part can be bounded by 3~(w) with probability of 99.7 Y.

I!:J. g (iw) - E{!:J. g (iw)}1 ~ 3~(w)
a ij a ij w. p. 99.7 Y. • (8)

Under this assurnption, the absolute value of the element modelling
error can then be bounded by
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~ I[{à g (iW)}1 + 3~(w)
a iJ

w.p. 99. 7 ~ . (9)

(11)Vi,J

Note that the phase lnîormation of the lndl vldual elements of the
perturbatlon ln equlatlon (9) 15 19nored.
If we denote ub (w) as an upper bound of à g (lw) such that

i J a iJ

là g (lw)1 ~ ub (W) Vw E [O,~] , Vl,J (10)
a iJiJ

then ub (W) can be taken as
iJ

ub (w) = I[{à g (iw)}1 + 3~(w)
ij a ij

ub (w) 15 a real positlve of the frequency w.
i J

To apply this statlstical bound (11), the assumptlon that the varlance
part has a normal dlstribution must hold. This 15 the subject of
section 2.3 where the asymptotic theory of black-box ldentlflcatlon is
presented.

2.2 Transfer function estimate

There exist many different ways to obtain an estimate of the transfer
function matrix, ranging from frequency response analysis to spectral
analysis and to various sophisticated time domain, parametric
identification methods. These frequency response analysis and spectral
analysis methods are direct methods and are often cal led nonparametrlc
since they do not (expllcltely) employ a finlte-dlmensional parameter
vector in the search for the best discription. 5ince our goal 15 to
obtain a dicriptlon for the upper bound of the modelling errors ln the
frequency domain, we wll1 first conslder a parametric black-box
identification model where the internal parametrisatlon vla a
parameter vector 15 a means to arrive at the transfer function
estimate.
Consider a system wl th p outputs and mlnputs. A general 11near
ti me-i nvar1ant "dlscrete model for the relation between lnputs and
outputs can be descrlbed by

(1)t = 1,2, ....
~

y(t) = LG(k)u(t-k) + vet)
k=1

where y(t) 15 a p-dimenslonal column output vector at tlme t; u(t) 15
a m-dlmensional column lnput vector at tlme t; { G(k) } 15 a sequence
of p x m matrlces; and add1tlve disturbance vet) is assumed to be a
p-dlmensional stochastic statlonary process with zero mean values. If

-1we lntroduce the backward shlft operator q by
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-1q uCt) = uCt-l)

then we can write for Cl)

yCt) = GCq)uCt) + vet}

where

co

G(q) = LG(k)q-k.
k=l

The complex valued function matrix of W

(2)

(3)

co

G(e 1W) = LGCk)e- 1kW

k=l

-ll ~ W ~ II (4)

is known as the transfer function matrix for model (1), or better the

z-transform of {GCk)}co
1co

G(z) = LG(k)Z-k (s)
k=l

lWevaluated at the point z = e Note that the sampling interval is
taken equal to one time unit here.
So after the impulse response matrices G(k) in (1) have been estimated
using the 1/0 data set

(6)

measured from the true system, the transfer function matrix estimate
can be found with eq. (4) and will be denoted as

G (e 1W ) = G(e1W·ZN
). (7)

N N'

If the ultimate objective is that the modelling error

GCe 1W ) _ GO(e 1W )
N

(8 )

should be small, rather than to determine a parameter vector, it is
natural to let the model order n depend on the number of observed data

n = n(N).

Typically, we allow nCN) to tend to infinity when N tends to infinity

n(N) ~ co as N ~ co •

For this situation, simple asymptotic properties of the transfer

estimate G(e 1W ) can be derived. This wil! be discussed in the next
K

section.

If one is only interested in the frequency domain properties of the
process, the spectral analysis technique can be used to get a transfer
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function estimate.
The covariance of input signal {u(t)} in (1), which is considered as a
determi ni st i c sequence but may be generated as a real i zati on of a
stationary stochastic process, is defined as

(m x m matrix). (9)

If the limit (9) exists, the input spectrum (spectral density matrix)
1s given by

lIO

~u(w) = LRu(k)e- lkW -n ~ W ~ n
k=-lIO

(m x m matrix) (10)

The output {y(t)} 1n relation (1) is a stochastic process with
deterministic components so the cross-covariance function between
{y(t)} and {u(t)} is given by

N

R u(T) = lim ~ L[{y(t+T)UT(t)}
y N-KXl k=l

(p x m matrix). (1l)

where expectation is with respect to the stochastic components of
y(t), namely the noise vet).
The cross-spectrum of the cross-covariance function (11) is the
fourier transform of sequence {R (T)}yu

lIO

~ (w) = L R (k)e- lkW

yu k=-lIO yu
-n ~ W ~ n (p x m matrix) (12)

if the limit (11) exists.
For the description (1) the cross-spectrum of {y(t)} and {u(t)} is

~ (w) = G(elW)~ (w) + ~ (w)
yu u vu (13)

Under the assumptions
open loop system
cross-spectrum ~ (w)

vu

about {vet)} in (1) and the fact that we have an
({u(t)} and {vet)} are independent), the
is equal to zero. The transfer function can then

be calculated as follows

lW [G(e ) = ~ (w) ~ (w)yu u (p x m matrix). (14)

In practice there 1s only a fini te number of 1/0 measurements to
calculate the spectra. The transfer estimate based on a finite length

dataset ZN 1n (6) becomes then

(15)

where

12



and

~:(W) =t R:(k)e-
1kW

k=-7

(16)

(17)

N1 Is equal to N - \T I.
Here the elements of the sequences {RH(T)} and {RH (T)} can be

u yu
consldered as the parameters of the spectral analysls. The order of
this model Is 27+1. For this spectral analysis it is also natural to
let the model order depend on the number of data lf we want a good
estlmate of the system transfer function. The asymptotic properties of
transfer estimate (15), lf we allow the number of 110 samples to go to
lnfinity, is one of the subjects of the next section.

2.3 Asymptotic theory of the estimated transfer function

For the estimation of the parameter vector, which will be used to get
a transfer function estimate, several time domain identification
techniques are available. Most of these techniques belong to the class
of prediction error methods (PEM). Using this PEM, Ljung and Yuan
developed asymptotic properties of the transfer function estimate. In
Ljung and Yuan [1985], asymptotlc expressions for the variance and
distribution of these estimates, using a Markov parameter model In the
single-input single-output (SISO) case, were derived. The extension of
the result to MIMO Markov parameter models is given in Yuan and Ljung
[1984] and in Ljung [1985], it has been shown that these asymptotic
expressions also hold for the polynomial-type of SISO modeIs. Here
this theory will he presented for the MIMO Markov parameter (impulse
response) model set and extended for spectral analysis; cf. Zhu
[ 1987c] .

2.3.1 Markov parameter model set

The Markov parameter model set Is given by

(1)

(2)

where

Gn(q,en ) =t Gkq-k.
k=l

The parameter matrix en is given by

en = [G G .. , G ] T (3)
1 2 n

which has dimensions (mn) x p, and n is the McMi llan degree of the

13



model.
Let us introduce a vector with input measurements prior to time 0

[
U(t-U]

4>(t) = :
ü(t-n)

Then the model (1)

((mn) x 1 vector)

can be rewri t ten as

(4)

Ir we define Vee(.) as the operation that
matrix on top of each other then the

(en )T4>(t) can be rewritten as

(5)

stacks the columns of a
p x 1 column vector

(6)

where lp is a p x p identity matrix and where @ denotes the kronecker

product. The kronecker produkt of an m x n matrix A = (a ) and a
1 J

p x r matrix B = (b ) is defined as
1 J

[

a B a B.... a B]11 12 1n. .- . .. .
a B a B.... a B

m1 m2 mn

(np x mr matrix) (7)

If for convenience we introduce the parameter vector ~ as

n (n T ]~ = Vec (e)

then equation (6) can be written as

((mpn) x 1 vector) (8)

(9)

The prediction errors associated with the parametrisation in (1) are
n 4 n n

c(t,e ) = y(t) - y(t,e ) = y(t) - G(q,e )u(t) =

= y (t) - [ 4>T ( t) lp l ~n (0)

In order to find the "best" model if no further assumption about
{vet)} 1s included in the model except that given in (2.2.1), the sum
of the squared prediction errors is minim1zed (PEM):

4 n
~N = arg min

~
4 nThe estimate ~

N

N
1 \' T n) nNL c (t,e c(t,e )
t=l

is the weIl known least squares estimate

14
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(12)

where

~(t ) = ~(th~I = [t- Il

]p

u(t-n)
and

(13)

N

Rn(N) = AL~(t)~T(t).
t=l

(14)

(15)1 ~ i.J ~ n

This R (N) is an mpn x mpn matrix consisting of n x n blocks where the
n

i-J block is the mp x mp matrix

1 N _ -T
[R (N)] = -N \ u(t-i)u (t-j)

n 1 j L
t=l

(16)

So the entries of R (N) consist of zeros and of estimates of the
n

covariance functions of {u(t)}.
Wi th en determined this way. the transfer function matrix estimate

N

becomes

ê:(e 1W
) =rê

k
·e-

1kW = [e: JT.W(W)
k=l

where

(17)W(W)
[
e-lW'I]

= ~-nIW.I· .

m

If we now regard the model order n as design variabIe. we should allow
it to increase to infinity as more and more data becomes available, in
order to get the best transfer function estimate. unless the true
system happens to be of finite order.
Under sui table conditions on the process and the noise models the
following asymptotic properties ( if n(N) ~ m as N ~ m ) for estimate

ên
(e

1W
) in (16) hold

N

as N ~ m (18)

(consistent estimate)

where 11 . 11 means the matrix norm.

N [A n lW] Tn(N) cov ~N(e ) ~~: (w) @ ~v(w) as N ~ m (19)

(asymptotic covariance)

15



E As N(O, ~-T (w)@~ (w» (20)
u v

(asymptotic normal distribution)

where ;:(e
1W

) = Vec [ê:(e
1W») =

of ~T (W).
u

"T(W)T)~n ,and ~-T(w)ft ~ means the inverse
N u

(21)as N ~ lXl.

Expression (19) tells us that the covariance of the transfer function
estimate is asymptotica11y proportional to the "noise to signal ratio"
at the frequency under consideration and to the order n of the model
divided by the number of data. Intuitively, the reason is that as the
model flexibility increases, the model properties at different
frequenc1es become indepent. It can also be shown that the l1m1ting
resul ts (19) and (20) do not depend on the noise model. This is a
surprising result since for any finite-dimensional model the transfer
function estimate is improved when using a correct noise model. The
reason for the fact that this no longer holds in the limit is that as
the frequencies of the model become "decoupled", there is nothing more
to be gained by inference between different frequenc1es. Ljung and
Yuan [1985] proved for the SISO case that

N [
~ ~ 2) ~ (W1 )1 W1 lW v

n(N) cov GN(e ),GN(e ) ~ ~ (W1) O(W1, W2)
u

where o(i,j) is the Kronecker delta which is equal to 1 if i = j and 0
if i '* j.
Expresssion (20) means that the random variabIe on the left converges
in distribution to the Normal distribution with mean zero and

covariance ~-T (w) @ ~ (w).
u v

The proof of (19) can be found in Yuan and Ljung [1984]. The results
(18) and (20) can be obtained analogously to the SISO case in Ljung
and Yuan [1985].

To obtain the bound of the mode 11 ing errors we need the asymptotic

properties for the elements g~j(elW) of the transfer function estimate

ên
(e

1W)
N

asN~lXl (22)

asN~lXl~ [~:1(W)] '~v(w)
j j 1

-1
where subscript jj denotes the (j,j) element of ~ (w)

u

subscript i the (i,i) element of the noise spectrum ~ (w).
v

(23)

and
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From (23) we have

~n 1W n 1var[g (e )) ct N- [~- (W) ) • ~ (W )
1j u jj v

1

which will he used for obtaining a bound later on.

2.3.2 Spectral analysis

(24)

(25)

As mentioned in §2.2 , we can estimate the transfer function by using
spectral estimates

The spectral estimatescan he calculated by taking the (discrete)
Fourier transform of covariance functions

~:(W) =t R:(~)e-1~W (2)
~=-'1

-n :s W :s n

where the auto and cross-covariance
1 Nl

= N1 L u(t+~)uT(t)
t=l

functions can be obtained by

~ = -'1,..., -1 , 0, 1, . . . , '1

(3)

(4 )

(5)
N 1 Ni T

R (~) = -- \ y(t+~)u (t)
yu Nl L

t=l

where Ni = N - I~I and the maximum time shift '1 is smaller than the
length N of the data records.
The operation of taking a finite length record RN(~) to calculate the
spectra in (2) and (3) is equivalent to multiplying the covariance
function by a rectangular lag window w (~)

'1

{

1,

0,
(6)

The sample spectra can then he wri t ten as

-n :s W :s n

17
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IX)

~:u(W) =T~_IX)W7(T)R:u(T)e-iTW

or as the convolutlon of the Fourler

denoted as W (w) and ~N(W) respectively
7

7l

~:(W) =~_71~:(~)W7(W-~)

(8)

transforms of w (T) and RN(T)
7

(9)

-71 ::s W ::s 7l

7l

~N (w) = \' ~N (~)W (w-~) (0)
yu ~~-71 yu 7

The Fourler tranform of the lag window w (T) Is called aspectral
7

window which Is, In the case of a rectangular window (S), given by

(11)

(2)

For small width 7 the spectral wlndow W (w-~) 15 "wide" which means
7

that many different frequencies will be weighted together In estimates
(9) and (10). This leads to a small varianee of the sample spectra. At

the same time, a "wide" window will involve frequency estimates ~N(~)

that may differ considerably from ~N(W) which causes a large bias of
N

~ (W). The larger 7 is in Ol). the more "delta-function 1ike" the
spectral wlndow 15, and thus will cause less bias but more varianee.
So for 7 going to lnfinlty as N goes to lnflnlty we see that the
frequencies of the model (1) become "decoupled". If we take the

elements of the covarianee sequence {RN(T)} as parameters of a model
wi th order 27+1 then similar asymptotic ( 27(N) +1 ~ IX) as N ~ IX) )
properties for the transfer function estimate (1) can be given as in
§2.3.1 for the esti~ate based on the Markov parameter model.
For a MIMO system the i-th row of the transfer matrix can be estimated

by [ A7 (e
iW

)]gil
. =
A7 ( iW)ge,

i m '

where

lx m vector) (3)

'"7 iWFor estimate G (e ) =
i

regularlty conditions
results hold

J
T

A iW A iW
[ g7 (e ) g7 (e) under sultable

il i m

(cf. Zhu [1987c)) the followlng asymptotlc

18



asN~CI) (4)

(consistent estimate)

where GO(e 1W ) is a column vector with the elements of the i-th
1

row of GO (e 1W).

asN~CI) (5)

(asymptotic covariance)
where subscript i denotes the i-th diagonal element of ~ (w).

v

E As NCO,~-T(w).~ (w»)
u v

1 (6)

(asymptotic normal distribution)

we can obtain the following resultsFrom these asymptotic expressions
~'1 1Wfor the elements g (e )

1 J

° (e 1W ) _ [{ ~'1 (e 1W )
gl J gl J as N ~ Cl) (7)

as N ~ Cl) (8)

E As NCO, [~-1 (w)] • ~ (w»)
u J J v

1
(9)

The proof of above asymptotic relations is given in Zhu [1987a] for
SISO processes.
So the time domain black-box identification technique and the spectral
analysis are asymptotically equivalent for the transfer function
estimates.
If we now return to the element modelling errors given by 2.1.9

then it is clear that the second part of the right-hand side has an
asymptotic normal distribution and can thus be bounded by 30- with a
probabllity of 99.7 % , where 0- is determined by the expressions
(2.3.1.25) and (18) for the different transfer estimation techniques.
One might ask now, how does this bound behave in practice where we
work with finite order models based on a l1mited number of 1/0
measurements?
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2.4 Algorithms for testing the bound

To get an impression of the usefulness of the asymptotic expression
for the bound of the mode11ing errors we wi11 present two
possi bi 11 ties for estimating such a bound, proposed by Zhu [1987a].
One is based on a time domain identification technique and the other
on spectral analysis.

2.4.1 Method I :high order estimate

This method uses a high order estimate of the process to arrive at the
low order model for which the upper bound of the modelling errors will
be calculated.
The following steps can be distinguished

Estimate a Markov parameter model

y(t) = Cn(q)u(t) + vet)

by the least squares method as in (§ 2.3.1), with order n
sufficiently large. In practice the choice of model order can be
based on the step response, the impulse response or the
cross correlation between input and output R (T).

uy

Calculate ên(e IW ) as in (2.3.1.16). Then expression
N

(2.3.1.20) te11s us that (~n (e IW ) 0 (e IW )) isgl J gl J

normal distributed and

(2.3.1.19) and

asymptotica11y

I .~n IW 0 IW n-1
Ig (e )-g (e )1~3 -N[~ (W)] .~(W)

Ij Ij u JJ v

Estimate the input and noise spectra by

~u(W) =Tt~n [~t~IU(t+T)UT(t) ]e-
ITW

= ~:(W)
and

w.p 99.7 r.
(1)

(2)

[
N ]1 ~ ~T -lTW NNLe(t+T)e (t) e = ~~(w)

t=1 e

(3)

where eet) is the vector of output residuals given by
~ A

e (t) = y(t) - Cn(q)u(t)
n N
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= [ CO(q) - ê:(q) ]U(t) + vet) .

If we use (4) to calculate the spectrum of e (t), we get
n

(4)

since {u(t)} and {vet)} are independent. With (2.3.1.18) it then
follows that

N "
~ (w) = ~ (w) ~ ~ (w) as N ~ co, n ~ co

" v v
e

and thus ~,,(w) is a consistent estimate of ~ (w).
v

e

" IWPerform a model reduction on Cn(e ) to obtain a lower order model
"t IW H
CH(e ),which can he used as nominal model for the controller

design. Superscript t in Ct(e IW ) denotes the low order.
H

Define the element modelling errors as

IJ. g (e iW ) = gO (e IW ) _ "t (e iW )
a ij ij gij

This can he rewritten to

(6)

IJ. g (e i W) = [gn (e iW) _ "t (e i W) ] + [g° (e i W) _ " n (e IW) ] ( 7 )
a ij ij gij ij gij

where the first term of the right-hand side is called the bias
part and the second term the random (variance) part of the element

iWmodelling error IJ. g (e ).
a Ij

By taking absolute values we get

iW "n iW "D iW ° IW "n iWIA (e) I :5 I (e) - g' <e ) I + Ig (e ) - g (e ) I·agij gij ij Ij ij (8)

Together with (1) we have

IA (eIW) I :5 I"n (e IW ) - gt1j(e IW ) I + 3 in
N
- [;-l(w)] .; (w)agij gij /~ u jj v

I (9)

where [;-l(w)] and; (w) can he obtained from (2) and (3).
u j j v

I

If d t b ( ) d f A (e IW ) th twe eno e u Ij W as an upper beun 0 Dag
l

j so a

IIJ. g ( e i W) I :5 ub (W)
a i jij

then we can take

Ub,j(wl = Ig;j(e'Wl - g:J(e'Wll • 3.;É [~:'(wlljJ'~v:W) (10)
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as an upper bound for the element modelling errors.

Remark: The above procedure is applicable for general muItivariabie
models that are parametrized as black-boxes and are identified
by Prediction Error Method.

If one bas only a low order nominal model, computation of an upper
bound can be done by spectral analysis.

2.4.2 Method 11 :spectral analysis

(1)

Calculate the output residuals from the low order model

Al
el(t) = y(t) - GN(q)u(t)

lwhere G (q) is the equivalent markov set of the low order model
N

which is a polynomial-type of model (eg. ARMA model), but doesn't
have to be a black-box model obtained by identification. It can
also he a physical model.
From (1) we get

A G(q)u(t) + vet)
a

(2 )

where

(3)

Note ~hat el(t) here is based on a low order model in contrast

with e (t) in (2.4.1.4) where it is based on a high order model
A n
Gn(q).

N

If we consider (2) as a description of a MIMO process with input

u(t), output eet) and disturbance vet) then we can estimate

A G(e lW
) with spectral analysis

a

(4)

(5)

we then have

2r+1 -1e As N(O, -N- [~ (w)) . ~ (w»
u J J v 1

Nwhere ~A (w) is calculated as in (2.3.2.13) by replacing y (t) by
el u 1

~ (t). According to (2.3.2.19)
1

[A A)' (e lW ) _ A (e lW )]
aglJ aglJ

and thus
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::s 3/21
N

+l [~-1 (w)] • ~ (w)
u J J vI

W.p.

The noise spectrum from (2) is

~ (w) = ~~(w) - A G(e 1W
) ~ (w) A GT (e- 1W

)
v e a u a

because the input and the noise are independent.
Sa we can get a consistent estimate of ~ (w) by

v

~ (w) = ~~(w) - A G1 (e 1W ) ~H(w) [A G1 (e- 1W
)]T.

v e aH u aH

(6)

99.7%

(7)

(8)

For the element modelling errors we can write

lW ~1 lW lW A1 lWA g (e )::: [A g (e )] + [A g (e ) - A g (e )] (9 )
alJ alJ alJ alJ

Again, we call the first term of the right-hand side the bias part
and the second term the random part. The absolute value of

A g (e
1W

) is bounded by the sum of the absolute values
a 1 J

IA g (eiw)I::s IA g1 (eiw)1 + IA g (e iW
) - A g1 (eiw)1 (10)

a ij a ij a ij a ij

The random part can be bounded by (6)

IA g (e iW ) I ::s IA g1 (e iW ) I + 3/ 2~+1 [(~H(w»-l] .~ (W)· (11)
a ij a ij u JJ Vi

A ~1 iW
where ~ (w) is determined by (8) and A g (e ) by (4).

v a iJ
i

For the upper bound ub (w) of the element modelling erorrs we can
i J

now take
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3 ROBUST STABILITY

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 we der i ved a bound for t he add i ti ve mode11i ng error
matrix ~ G(iw) of the process description

II

0)

We found an upper bound on the absolute value of each entry of the
perturbation matrix ~ G(iw)

a

I ~ g (lw) I :s ub (w)
a 1JIJ

'di, J (2)

As mentloned in .paragraph 2.1, this descriptlon (2) of the model
uncertainty preserves the multidimensional character of the process
and is therefore cal led structured model uncertainty. One application
of this bound (2) is the robust stability analysis.

For an unstructured perturbation ~ G(lw) which is unknown except for a
a

bound on its maximum singular value

ü(~ G(iw)) :s t (w)
a a

'di, J (3)

Doyle and Stein [1981] proposed a measure of the stability margin of a
feedback system by giving an singular-value bound on the tolerabIe
perturbation

'dw (4)

The matrix norm ü(') in equation (3) for a complex matrix A is defined
as

ü(A) = max
11 xII

(5)

where 11·" is the Euclidean norm, ;\. [.] denotes the the maximum
• lDax

eigenvalue, and [.] denotes conJugate transpose. Because the model
uncertainty is described by a scalar t (w) in (3), it cannot reflect

a
structual information about the model uncertainty which may be
avallable. This'corresponds to describing the model uncertaintles of a
MlMO system, described by relations (1),(2) and (3) of paragraph 2.1,
by means of a SISO system

11 y - y 11 = " (Go- G)u 11 = " ~Gu 11 :s 11 ~G 11·11 u 11 = t (w)·11 u 11
a (S)

Therefore using the singular value approach of (3) may lead to
conservative results for the robustness.
If we denote UB(w) as the matrix of the upper bounds of the additive
modelling errors ub (w)

1 J
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UB(w) = {ub (w)}
I J

then we can derive t (w) by letting
a

t (w) = ër [UB(w)]
a

(1)

(8)

because the relation (Kouvvari takis and Latchman [1985]) between the
unstructured uncertainty given in (3) and the structured one given in
(2) is

(9)

where

à+G(lw) := {Ià g (lw) I} .
a a IJ

Sc if we know matrix UB(w), we can calculate the maximum singular
bound of the unstructured perturbation.
To show the conservatism of uslng structured perturbations in singular
value analysis, Kouvaritakis and Latchman [1985] proved that the class
of structured perturbation

is a proper subset of the class of unstructured perturbation

V := (àG:ër(àG(iw» s u(UB(w)}
u

(10)

(11)

namely V cV.
s u

Consequent ly the singular value analysis may gi ve only a sufficient
stability condition for the class of perturbations àG eV.

s

3.2 Robust stability criteria

We wil I deal wlth the standard feedback configuration of fig. 3.1. It
consists of the process

(1)

and controller K(s).
Here GO(s) is the true transfer function matrix of the process, which
is reaI rational; G(s) the nominal design model of GO(s), real
rational; à(s) the unknown real rational perturbation matrix; K(s) the
real ratlonal transfer functlon matrix of the controller. We assume

°here that nominal model G(s) and the process G (s) have the same
number of unstable peIes which not means that they are identical. The
model uncertainty matrix à(s) is described by the bound of the
absolute value of each entry of à(s) as derived in chapter 2

(2)
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+ I
===~.(\. /J====u==-==~I

I
I

+
G(s) :I===>+~ 'J==::::::tIt::::==~y

K(s) I~====~

Fig. 3.1 Standard feedback conriguration.

In the face of stabillty, the feedback design problem becomes one of
finding a compensator K(s) such that

lJ the nomlnal feedback system, GK[I + GK]-1 is stabIe;

2J the perturbed system, (G + b)K[I + (G + b)K)-1 1s also stabIe for

all possible b(lw) allowed by relatlon (2).

The frequency domaln condltlons for requlrement lJ are based on the
MIlo() general1satlon of the Nyqulst crlterlon (MacFarlane and
Postlethwalte [1977]). Namely, we requlre that the number of
counterclockwlse (CCW) enclrclements of the orlgln by the map det[I +
G(s)K(s)], evaluated on the standard Nyqulst D-contour, be equal to
the number of unstable open loop modes of G(s)K(s).
Slmllarly, for requlrement 2J the number of clockwlse (CW)
enclrclements of the origin of the map det[I + (G(s) + b(s»K(s)] must
be equal to the (negatlve) number of unstable modes of (G(s) +
b(s»K(s). Under the assumptlon that GO(s) and G(s) have the same
number of unstable poles, requlrement 2J is satlsfled lf and only lf
the number of CCW enclrclements of the origln by the plot of det[I +
(G(s) + b(s»K(s)) remains the same as that of det[I + G(s)K(s)) for
all bes) allowed by (2). Thls ls assured lf and only lf det[I + (G(s)
+ b(s»K(s)] remalns nonzero as G(s) ls warped contlnuously toward
(G(s) + bes»~. Hence, lf controller K(s) stabil1zes G(s) then the
system of flg. 3.1 ls robustly stabIe lf and only lf

det[I + (G(s) ''+ b(s»K(s)) * 0 (3)

for all s on the Nyqulst D-contour and all bes) E 7> (3.1.10). Thls
B

means that the polnt (-1 + 10) ls not an elgenvalue of (G(s) +
A(s»K(s) slnce the elgenvalues ~ are determlned from condltlon

det[~I - (G(s) + A(s»K(s)] = 0 (4)

If we assume that GO(s) ls strlctly proper so that GO(s) vanlshes on
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the infinite radius segment of the D-contour and that GO(s) has no
peIes on the iw-axis then (3) reduces to the equivalent condition

detU + (G( iw) + A( iw»K( iw)) ~ 0 'tIw (5)

The left-hand slde of eq. (5) can he writ ten as

detU + (G( iw) + A( iw»K( iw)] = det[(I + G( iw)K( iw» + A( iw)K( iw)]

= det[I + G(Iw)K(Iw)] detU + A(Iw)K(iw)(I + G(iw)KOw»-l] (6)

Because condition (5) must hold for all A(iw) allowed by (2), we have
that

det[I + G(iw)K(Iw)] ~ 0 'tIw (7)

and thus that eq. (5) is assured if and only if

det[I + A( iw)K(iw)(I + G(iw)K(iw»-l] ~ 0

A sufficient condition for (8) is

'tIw (8)

max 1;\ [A( iw)K(iw)(I + G(Iw)K(iw)-l] 1< 1 'tIw (9)
1

where À (A) is the i-th eigenvalue of matrix A.
1

If we define p(A) = max IÀ
1

(A) 1 where p(A) is called the spectral
1

radius of square matrix A then the system in fig. 3.1 is stabie if and
only if

prAe iw)K( iw)(I + G( iw)K( iw»-l] < 1 'tIw (10)

This cri teri urn is not directly appl icable because we only know the
upper bound matrix UB(w) given in (3.1.7), which consists the bounds
given in eq. (2), and not A(iw). By using the bounding relation
of singular values and eigenvalues

~A] s IÀ[A] I s ~A] (1l)

which holds fOf any eigenvalue À of the (square) matrix A, we can
1

derive a more applicable stability criterium. In relation (1l) er(')

denotes the minimum singular val ue and ü(') the maximum singular
value.
With relation (11) the spectral radius of eq. (10) can he bounded by
its maximum singular value

- - -1
S cr(A( iw»cr[K( iw)(I + G( iw)K( iw) ]
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Using the bounding relation (3.1.9) we then get

p[àOw)K(iw)(I + G(iw)K( iw»-l] ::s ;;{UB(w»;;:rKOw)(I + GOw)K(iw»-l]

(12)

Combining this relation with the stability criterion of (l0) we get
the singular value analysis criterium (Doyle and Stein [1981]) for
f!eV.

The system in fig. 3.1 is stabie if

o{UB(w»o{T( iw» < 1

or

"dw

(13)

(14)

where T(iw) := K(iw)(I + G(iw)K(iw»-l.

This eq. (13) requires that loop gains have to he small whenever the
magni tude of the structured uncertainties is large. 50 the way in
which the process deviates from the finite dimensional linear model,
puts strict limitations on the frequency range over which the loop
gains may he large. This means that the sensitivity of the system in
fig 3.1 to disturbances and model variations will he larger in that
frequency range.
As already mentioned in paragraph 3.1 this criterion (13) gives only a
sufficient assessment of stabll ity hecause i t disregards the
additional structural information in UB(w) and therefore can he
conservative.

From stability criterion (10) we can derive another stability
cri terion that uses the structural information of à( iw). The bound
matrix UB(w) is a posi ti ve matrix. Using the theory of non-negati ve
matrices (Berman and Plemmons [1979]) the spectral radius
p(à(iw)T(iw» can be bounded by

p(f!(iw)T(iw»::s p[(f!(iw)T(iw»+]::s p(à+Ow)T+Ow»

::s p(UB(w)T+ Ow»

+
where A := <IA

ij
I}·

Combining (10) and (14) gives (Lunze [1984]) the following stability
condition, whicb is called the spectral radius method:

The system of fig. 3.1 is stabie if

+p(UB(w)T (iw» < 1 (15)

Although this method uses the structural information of UB(w), it can
also he conservative hecause it ignores the phase information of the
in general complex matrix T( iw). It can he shown that the spectral
radius method is not superior to the singular value analysis
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+ - -p(UB(w)T (iw» :s u(UB(w»u(T( iw»

and that also the opposite

+ - -p(UB(w)T (iw» ~ u(UB(w»u(T(iw»

(6)

(7)

is not true (Zhu 11988]). Sa using the structure information this way,
doesn't have to reduce the conservatism.

There is a better way to reduce the conservatism in analysing systems
with structured uncertainty. For this we introduce 2 matrices L and R
which have to be diagonal, real, positive and non-singular. Using an
eigenvalue-preserving similarity transformation we may write

-1 -1 -1p(àT) = p(UTL ) = p(URR TL )

With (11) we get the following bound on p(àT)

p(URR- 1TL- 1
) :s C{URR- 1TL- 1

) :s C{UR) C{R- 1TL- 1
)

(8)

(9)

In this bound we need à, whlch ls unknown. Therfore we wi 11 use

relatlon (3.1.9) C{Uw)à( lw)R(w» :s C{Uw)UB(w)R(w» to get an
applicable bound

- - -1 -1p(à(lw)T(lw» :s u(L(w)UB(w)R(w» u(R (w)T(lw)L (w» (20)

Kouvarltakis and Latchman [1985 a,bl suggested to choose the scallng
matrlces L and R ln such a way that

- - -1 -1u(Uw)UB(w)R(w» u(R (w)T( lw)L (w»

ls mlnlmlzed. Thls can be seen as a norm reduclng method. They
developed the followlng sufflclent and necessary stabillty condltlon:

The system of flg. 3.1 ls stabie if and only lf

min {C{L(w)UB(w)R(w» C{R- 1 (w)T(iw)L- 1 (w»} < 1 (21)
L,R

Thls method (cal led the non-similarity sealing method) uses the
structural lnformatlon ln UB(lw) and all the lnformatlon ln T(lw). Sa
lf (21) does not hold ,there exists at least one modelllng error ln
the class of structured uncertalnty (3.1.10) such that the system ln
flg 3.1 ls unstable. For the proof of (21) and the computatlon of L
and R see Kouvarl takls and Latchman [1985 a, b].
Using the bound of the structured uncertalnty, à E ~ , for testlng the

8

stabl1lty ls only one appllcatlon. Another appllcatlon ls the deslgn
of a controller K whlch stablllzes the system of flg. 3.1 . Thls means
that given the nomlnal model G(s) and the bound UB(w) we have to flnd
the controller K(s) such that the closed-loop system ls robustly
stabie. Because stabl1lty condltlon (21) ls sufflclent and necessary,
the maxlmally robust controller for the class of structured model
uncertalnty can be obtalned by
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mln sup [ Ü(L(w)UB(w)R(w» Ü(R- 1 (w)T(lw)L- 1 (w» )
L,R,!: W

(22)

whlch means that the maxImum of the argument for a certaln w bas to he
mlnlmlzed wl th respect to L(w), R(w) and K( lw). For more about the
robust controller desIgn and the solutlon of (22) cf. Zhu [1988).
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4 VALIDATION or BOUND

4.1 Experiment set up

To validate the theory of the bound. several tests are performed for
both algori thms. proposed in §2.3. For the real process the Markov
Parameter estlmates of the tube glass productlon process (Backx
[1987]) are used. This is a 2 inputs and 2 outputs process. Each of
the 4 Markov Parameter sequences consist of 51 samples and are shown
in fig. 4.1.

PROCESS MAltXOV PARAMElERS
O.I,~-__"",--~-_-_~_""",,__--,

O.Ir-~---"'---""'-""""-"""-~-~-----'

0.05

-0.1

-0.2

nANSFEJl 1010(1.1)

O.ll5

o

-0.1

-0.2

-0.25O~----:---;:IO;----;I:;-'-';';;20--:15;---:30~--:':3':---:~':----4"':"'~30

SAMPU NUMBER

PROCESS MAAXOV PAllAMElERS
0.2r-~-_-__-_-__-""""__-"

-o.30:-----:---:':10;---:I5':---:':20:---:::15;---:)(I~--:':J':--"""7~':----4"':"'----!30
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0.1

0.05
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Fig. '.1 Karkov para.elers of lhe process.

The transfer function of this process for each input output
combination is calculated with the discrete Fourier transform of the
Markov parameters:

GO (k) =:t:MO (n)exp (_i2~) (1)
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where N is the length of sequence {Ho(n)}. This N may be chosen larger
than the number of available Markov samples in order to get more
frequency samples for the transfer function, and thus a smoother
shape. In that case the Markov sequences will then be extended with
zeros. The relat1onsh1p between k in eq. (1) and the actual frequency
is given by

f = k-f /N = k/N
•

since the sample frequency f is set to 1 Hz .
•

The ampl1 tude of the transfer functions of the process are g1 ven in
fig. 4.2. These plots show that the real process has a low pass
character.

3
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Fig••• 2 Amplitude of lhe lransfer funclion of
the proces.

The process output data is generated by taking the convolution of an
input u(t) and the Markov parameter sequences
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50

YO(t) = [MO(k)U~t-k) t=1.2........ (2)
k=O

To represent the noise and other disturbances that mayact. in
practice. at various points in the system. the process outputs y (t)

o
wilI be disturbed by addlng noise vet):

y(t) = y (t) + vet) (3)
o

For the identification of the model we wUI use the output error
method. The estimation scheme then looks like (fig. 4.3)

vet>

+
PROCESS + '"

UW voet> V(t

+
MODEL I'

" \
vet)

"eet>

Fig. 4.3 Output error melhod.

Now that we have a process we can generate 1/0 data by simulating the
process (2) and adding noise (3). Based on such a data set a model can
be estimated for which the upper bound of the modelling errors can be
calculated. according to the methods mentioned in § 2.4 .

4.2 Method I :high order estimate
,

For the creatiori' of "r ich" input data a generator is used that returns
pseudo-random real numbers taken from a normal(Gaussian) distribution
with mean zero and standard deviation 2.5 . The time series for both
inputs, the varianee of input 1 and the covarianee between input 1 and
2 are plotted in appendix A fig. A.l . These input signals can be
considered as whi te noise sequences and thus inter-channeI
independent. The output disturbanee is also a whlte noise sequence,
generated in the same way as the input and thus uncorrelated with the
input signals (cf. fig. A.2)
Based on the 110 data a high order Markov parameter model will be
estimated. For this model an order of 50 (50 Markov parameters for
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(1)

each input-output transfer) is taken because we have the a-priori
knowledge that the process consists of 50 Markov parameters for each
input-output relatlon. However, in general the process order is not
known and then has to be determined by performing order tests. For the
identification of the moving average model an expliciet least squares
estlmator is used (progriUI ESMA02) , which minimizes the sum of the
squared output residuals eet) (cf. fig. 4.3) with respect to the model
parameters (see § 3.2.1).
Because the order of the model and the process are equal, the model is

unbiased and thus we can use the output residuals ~(t), which can be
obtained by subtracting the simulated high order model

A 50"'50
y(t) = LH

N
(k).u(t-k)

k=O

from the real process output, as an estimate of the output noise.
From the high order model we can derive a low order model (approximate
real1zatlon) for which we want to calculate the modelling errors. A
way to obtain a low order model is to truncate the block Hankel matrix
which is filled with the Markov parameters of the high order model

[

~(1)

H = .
M(k)

M(2) ••• M(n) ]

M(n+1)" M(2n-1)

(2)

where H(k) is an mxp matrix.
The block Hankel matrix can be used for obtaining a
realization from the Markov parameters. A general
description for the time discrete case is given by

x(k+l) = Ax(k) + Bu(k)

y(k) = Cx(k) + Du(k)

state space
state space

(3)

where
x(k) is the (nxl) state vector, u(k) is the (mxl) input vector,
y(k) is the (px1) output vector, A a nxn matrix, B a nxm matrix,
C a pxn matrix and D a pxm matrix.

Wi th the following relatlon between the Harkov parameters and the
state space matrices

{

CAk:1B for k ~ 1
M(k) = (4)

D for k = 0

we can write for the block Hankel matrix (2)

n-1

][ eB
CAB CA B p. ]0 1H ~AB n-1 ]= = BAB' A B

n-1 2n-2 n-l
CA B ...... CA B CA

= r'A (5)
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where à is the controllability matrix and r the observability matrix.
If we now can find this factorization of H we also have matrices B and
C, and matrix A follows from the shifted Hankel matrix

M(3) K(n+l)

K(n+2) ••• M(2n)

(6)

so

(7)

For the decomposition of the Hankel matrix in two non-singular
matrices r and à we can use singular value decomposition of H.
The singular value decomposition of an arbitrary matrix X is given by

(8)

where

X is a gxi matrix

p = min(g, i)

Wis a gxp matrix, consisting of p orthonormal eigenvectors of HHT;

y is an !xp matrix, consisting of p orthonormal eigenvectors of

HTH',

I is a diagonal matix : diag(~ , ~ , .... ,~ ), ~ ~ ~ ~ .. ~ ~ ~ 0,
1 2 P 1 2 P

and ~ is the square root of an eigenvalue of HTH (or HHT), and
1

is cal led a singular value.

The number of singular values unequal to zero determines the rank of X

rank X = rank I s p (9 )

Because of the fact that all singular values unequal zero are
positive, the singular value decomposition can also be written as:

1/2 1t2
X = WI I yT (10)

The singular value decomposition gives us a tooI for the reduction of
the rank of thè original Hankel matrix which leads to a state space
realization of reduced dimension.
Given a Hankel matrix H of full rank p then a matrix H of reduced

k

rank k can be obtained by putting the smallest p-k singular values of
H to zero

(11 )

= dlag(ö ,a ,
1 2

,~ ) and k s p.
k
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values indicate irrelevant modes which can be removed. In general H
k

will not be a real Hankel matrix with a block symmetrie structure and
therefore a low order real1zation of the Markov parameter model is
created using the state 5 pace realization of H (ll) and the

k

Here the rank of H is taken 7 which
k

space realization (program HANKEL). With
are calculated for this 7-th order state

transformatlon in eq. (4).

results in a 7-th order state
eq. (4) 100 Markov parameters
space realization.
Now that we have a high and a low order model we can calculate the
bound for the modelling errors for this low order model. The bias part
for the element modelling errors is given as the absolute value of the
difference between complex transfer function elements of the high
order model (polynomial degree 50) and the low order model (state
space realization of order 7 or HcMillan degree 7)

02}

The real random part is determined as the absolute value of the
difference between the complex transfer function elements of the real
process and the high order model

03}

It is bounded by

/
50 -1

3 -N' [~ (w)] • ~ (w)
u j j v

1

w.p 99.7 r. 04}

For the determination of bound (14) the spectra of the input
signaIs, the output noise and the output residuals are needed which
are calculated via the covarianee function estimate

N1 = N - ITI OS}

with a maximal time shift equal to the order of the process, here 50,
which has to be smaller than the number of samples N used for the
estlmatlon of the high order model. Using OS} we get the sample
spectra estlmale by calculating the double sided discrete fourier
transform

06}

Based on the above, the bound can be examined for different numbers of
data samples and different numbers of signal to noise ratlos at the
output.

lJ N = 1000; SIN :::l9.S dB; t= 7
Based on 1000 1/0 samples of the disturbed process, and a signal to
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(17)w.p 95.4 %

nolse ratio of about 9.5 dB for each output what means that the
power of the output dlsturbanee ls about 11 % of the power of the
undisturbed output, the hlgh order model ls calculated. The Markov
sequences of thls model and the real process are shown ln flg. A.3
. The 11ne ~ked wlth squares ls the hlgh order Markov model and
fluctuates round the process Markov parameters slnce the 1/0 data
ls whl te nolse.
The Markov parameters for the 7-th order state space model,
obtalned from the hlgh order model, ls deplcted ln flg. A.4 ( the
11ne wl th the square marks ) together wl th those of the real
process. Because of the reduced number of degrees of freedom, the
shape of the low order model ls smoother than that of the rea1
process.
Now we can calculate the real random part glven by eq. (13) and lts
30' bound of eq. (14). Uslng the realoutput nolse whlch is unknown
in practice, the random part and its 30' bound is shown in fig. A.5
. The marked line is the 30' bound and has no intersections with the
real random part and thus is really an upper bound for the random
part. If we calculate the 20' boundI .50 -1

2 1000' [~u (w)] j j • ~v (W)
i

there are crossings as can be seen from fig. A.S.
The bound for the random part has a errat ie character because the
fl uctuations in the estimated input and noise spectra are very
erratic as can be seen in fig. A.7 . Sa instead of the constant for
the theoretical spectrum of whlte noise we use the erratic input
and noise spectra shown in fig. A.7 .
The total bound of the modelling errors , which is the sum of the
bias part gi ven by eq. (12) and the random part of eq. (14), is
depicted in fig. A.8 together with the real modelling errors

(18)I 0 (e iW ) _ 7 (e iW ) I
gij gij

The bound, marked with squares, has no intersections with the real
modelling errors, and is for the low frequenties tighter than for
the high frequenties. This is due to the fact that the random part
has a flat character, because the noise and input data are whi te
noice sequences, and that the random part dominates for the higher
frequencies. This is shown in fig. A.9 where the bias part and the
random part (marked with squares) of the bound are plotted.
The total oound belonging to the 20' bound of the random part
plotted ln fig. A.6 is given in fig. A.I0. This bound for the
modelling errors is tighter than the 30' total bound shown in fig
A.8. Sa al though that the 20' bound of the random part has
intersection with the real random part (fig A.S), the corresponding
upper bound is still a bound for the modelling errors ..
Till now the realoutput noise is used for the calculation of the
bound. As noise estlmate we can use the output residuals,
calculated for the high order model. In fig. A.ll the spectra of
the noise and the output residuals are plotted and they show a
great resemblance. The 30' bound of the random part, calculated with
the spectra of the residuals, are shown in fig. A.12. They look
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slmllar to the 30'" bounds calculated with the realoutput nolse
(flg. A.5), only there ls one lntersectlon now.

2J N = 1000; SIN ~ 19.5 dB; t = 7
The power of the output dlsturbance ls now about 1 X of the power
of the undlsturbed output what results ln a hlgh order model that
Is very close to the real process. Sc the real random part (cf. eq.
(13» viII be smaller compared to the precedlng case. As shown ln
flg. A.13, also Hs 30'" bound (marked l1ne), calculated wl th the
realoutput nolse spectrum, ls smaller now. The bound for the
modelllng errors Is much tlghter now, even for the hlgh
frequencles(cf. flg A.14). Thls ls caused by the fact that the
random part ls smaller now whereas the blas part ls of the same
order of magnltude, compared to the foregolng sltuatlon. Thus the
blas part ls domlnant over a greater frequency range as shown ln
flg. A.15

3J N = 1000; SIN ~ 3.7 dB; t = 7
The high order estimate, whlch ls plotted ln fig. A.16 together
wlth the process Markov parameters, ls worse now because the power
of the nolse ls about 43 X of the process output power. Thls causes
a hlgher real random part. In flg. A.17 lt ls shown that also the
30'" bound, calculated wlth the realoutput nolse spectra, ls blgger
now. Note that there ls an lntersectlon, what ls not strange slnce
lt ls a statlstlcal bound. Even for the low frequencles the bound
of the modelllng errors ls not tlght anymore (cf. flg. A.1B). The
reason ls that the lnfluence of the random part on the total bound
ls now dominatlng for the whole frequency range (cf. flg A.19).

Sc we can conclude that the slgnal to nolse ratl0 and thus the random
part stipulates the tightness (conservatism) of the bound. Now the
lnfluence of uslng more data samples for the estlmatlon of the model
and the calculatlon of the spectra on the bound wlll be examlned.

4J N = 2000; SIN ~ 9.5 dB; t = 7
For N = 2000 IlO samples there ls more lnformation avallable for
the estimation of each Markov parameter what results ln a better
hlgh order estlmate (cf. flg. A.20) compared to the correspondlng
case lJ wl th N =1000 and SIN ~ 9.5 dB. In consequence the rea1
random part, calculated wlth eq. (13), ls smaller for most
frequencles. Because we have to take N = 2000 lnstead of N = 1000
for the calculatlon of the 30'" bound ln eq. (14)

(19)w.p 99.7 X
/

50 -1 '
3 2000' [Iu (Co)] j j . I v (Co))

1

thls 30'" bound for the random part ls also smaller as shown ln flg.
A.21.
In flg. A.22 the total bound, obtalned by summatlon of the random
and blas part gl ven ln fig. A.23, of the modelllng errors ls
plotted. Malnly caused by the decrease of the random part, thls
total bound has become tlghter compared to case lJ.

Sc uslng more data samples results ln a tlghter bound. To see how the
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order of the low order model affects the bound, the order of the state
space realization is reduced from 7 to 4.

5J N = 1000; S/N ::: 9.5 dB ; t = 4
By truncation of the Hankel matrix we get a 4-th order state space
model which Is transformed to a Impuls response model. This low
order model Is shown in fig. A.24, together with the real process
impulse response. The real random part and its 3u bound calculated
according to eq. (13) and (14) is the same as in case IJ (cf. fIg.
A. 5) where the low order model has state space dimension 7,
because the high order model and the Input and noise spectra are
the same. Only the bias part Is different and is calculated with

(20)

This mainly results in a different total bound for the lower
frequenties (cf. fig A.25). Note that the real modelling error Is
also different for this 4-th state space model, and that the bound
again is an upper bound here. The bias part and the 3u bound of the
random part are plotted together in fig. A.26.

In above cases we worked wi th wh! te output noise. In practice this
will not be the case and therefore the output noise will be filtered
with the second order filter shown in fig. 4.4 .

6J N = 1000; t = 7; filtered noise
The noise sequence used in experiment 1J is fil tered wi th the
second order filter plotted in fig. 3.4.

ANPLJTUDE DF TAANSFEA FUNCTJON
--- F"ILTE"

2.'

I ••
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L.

L.

• IS • 'S

TT

Fig. 4.4 Second order filter.
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The real random part (eq. (13)) and lts 30- bound (calculated for
the real filtered noise sequence) are depicted in fig. A.27. The
real random part is big for the frequencies where the signal to
noise ratio at the output is small. As can he seen in fig. A.27,
for these frequencies the 30- bound is also big.
There are a few intersections now. The 30- bound bas the shape of
the noise filter, what can he expected if we look at eq. (14) where
the noise spectrum stands in the nominator under the root sign.
For the frequencies where the output signal to noise ratio is bad,
the total bounds of the modelling errors (plotted in fig. A.28) are
not tight, which is caused by the dominating random part for these
frequencies. This can he avoided by increasing the input power for
the frequencies where the disturbanee power is large (input design
cf Lenssen [1988]).

As already mentioned and shown, the random part has an errat ie
character due to the varianee in the calculated spectra. Till
now we used a rectangular lag window

{

1,

0,
(21)

with Fourier transform

(22)

where the width r controls the bias and the varianee of the estimate.
A small r, what corresponds to making the base width (distanee hetween
the first zeros on each side of w = 0) of the spectral window (22)
large, causes a small varianee but may cause a large bias. Another way
to reduce the varianee is to use another window. For instanee the
Tukey lag window

w (T) ={0.5(1
r 0,

1rT
+ cos-) ,

r (23)

with Fourier transform

w (w) = r(sin(wr»). [ 2n
2 2)

r .!4 n -(2wr)
(24)

For the same truncation point r, the Tukey spectral window (24) has a
smaller varianee than the rectangular window. This is hecause the
rectangular window is wider than the Tukey window, as is can he seen
from fig. 4.5 .
Using the Tukey spectral window for smoothing the spectra we get under
the same conditions as in case IJ the following results.

7J N = lOOD, SIN z 9.5 dB; t = 7
The ampl1 tude of the smoothed auto-spectra of the input and the
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realoutput nolse are shown in fIg. A. 29 . If we compare thls wlth
fIg. A.7 it is clear that the varianee of the spectra Is reduced.
Uslng these smoothed spectra for the calculatlon of 3~ bound of the
random part (eq. (14) results In 3~ bounds that are less erratlc as
can be seen in fIg. A.30 (compared to fIg. A.S).

JO

20

10

o~---- ......

~ _ ~ G ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

IUQUI!NC'Y (D4'I)

Fig. '.5 Amplitude of Tukey and rectangular spectra1
wl ndow for wl dth r = 50.

The bias part Is the same as In case 1J but the total bound,
deplcted In fIg. A. 31, Is smoother and tlghter especlally for the
frequencles where the random part Is domlnatlng (compared to the
bias part).

Sc using aspectral wlndow that reduces the varianee of the spectra, a
better upper bound may be obtalned.

4.3 Method 11 :spectral analysis

In contrast wi th the above method (cf. § 2.3), here no high order
Markov parameter model will be estimated. The low order model will be
estimated using a quasi-Newton algorithm for finding a mInimum of the
sum of squares of the output residuals (program OTPEHC). The estimated
model has an Matrix Fraction Description representation and therefore
has to be transformed to a Markov parameter mode 1 before we can
compare it with the real process.
Again the I/a data is collected by simulating the process and adding
output disturbance. The input and output noise data are whi te noise
sequences and the varianee of the input is now equal to 1.
If we have the low order model we can obtain the output residuals by
simulating the model

A -1
y(k) = A (q).B(q)u(k)
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where A, B are polynomial matrices, and subtract y(k) from the real
process output y(k). By considering the output residuals as the output
of a process àG(q)

1 Nl
= NI L X(t+T)XT(t) , Nl = N - ITI ' T = -7, .,-1,0,1, . 7

t=l

we can estimate the model error à G(q) by
a

à G(q) = ~A (w).~-l(w)
eu u

The spectra ~A (w) and ~ (w) are estimated with
eu u

and

(2)

(3)

(4)

~N(W) = ~ RN(T)e- ITW -n ~ W ~ n (5)
x L x

T=-7
NThe covariance R (T) for T E [-7,7] are the parameters of the estimate
x

(5). The truncation point 7 of the lag window stipulates the number of
degrees of freedom of the esttmate and thus 27 + 1 can be considered
as the order of the estimate. The choise of 7 wil I be based on the

covariance of R~ (T).
eu

The real random part of the element modelling errors is

and i ts 30- bound

w.p. 99.7 %

(6)

(7)

The input spectra in this bound (7) are estimated with eq. (4) and (5)
and the output noise spectra are estimated by

~ (w) = ~~(w) - à G7 (e IW ) ~N(W) [à G7 (e-IW)]T (8)
v e aN u aN

The total bound là g (e lw) I for the modelling errors is found by
a IJ

summation of eq. (7) and là g7 (elw)I, calculated with eq. (3) .
a IJ,

First the bound of the modelling errors for a second order model
(polynomial degree of 2), using N = 1000 1/0 samples and a signal to
noise ratio at the output of 10 dB.

lJ N = 1000; S/N =10 dB; t = 2
The Markov parameters of the low order model together wi th the
process Markov parameters is depicted in appendix A, fig. A.32. It
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is clear that the process is not in the model set and hence the
output residuals are not white as can be seen from fig. A.33, where
one auto and one cross-covariances is depicted.
For the determination of the truncation point 1', the covarianees
between the input data and output residuals are plotted in fig.
A.34. After time shift 100 we can assume that the input data and
output residuals are uncorrelated, and thus we take width l' = 100.
With eq. (4) and (5) one can now calculate the bias Part given in
eq. (3). If we first use the real noise to calculate the 3~ bound
given in (7), we get the random Part as plotted in fig. A.35. Both
Parts of the bound for the modelling errors have high peaks on the
same place. This is caused by the fact that in both the random and
the bias Part a multiplication by the inverse input spectrum matrix
has to be performed. Of course these high peaks wil I also appear in
the total bound as shown in fig. A.36. Because of the peaks, the
bound is of no practical use.
Instead of the realoutput noise spectra we have to use the
estimates obtained with eq. (8). The estimates of the noise
auto-spectra are shown in fig. A.37 together with the real noise
auto-spectra. As can be seen from this fig. A.37, it is no unbiased
estimate. Particularly for the low frequencies the estimates are
larger what will lead to a less tight bound for the low
frequencies.The random Part based on this noise spectra estimates
become more erratic as shown in fig. A.38. The corresponding total
bounds, depicted in fig. A.39, now have intersections with the real
modelling errors and still have high peaks.
In order to reduce the varianee of the bounds, the Tukey window
with the same l' will be used for the determination of the spectra,
instead of the rectangular window. The shape of the random part
(calculated with the noise spectra estimate cf. fig. A.40) and the
bias part is much smoother now as can be seen from fig. A.41.
Consequently the total bound shown in fig. A.42 is smoother. The
high peaks have disappeared.

Sc the varianee of the calculated spectra leads to an very erratic
bound for the modelling errors. By using other spectral windows this
varianee can be reduced what improves the bound.

2J N = 1000; SIN ~ 20 dB; t = 2
This better signal to noise ratio gives only a slight improvement
of the second order model (cf. fig A.43). Hence the modelling
errors are almost the same. This smaller noise power reduces the
influence o( the random Part and gives a better bias estimate (cf.
fig A.44). ComPared to the above case 1J this gives a tighter bound
for the modelling errors, especially for the high frequencies, as
can be seen from fig. A.45.

Next the model order will be increased to 4.

3J N = 1000; SIN ~ 10 dB; t = 4
Of course this 4-th order model gives a better estimate of the
process as can be seen from fig. A.46. The bias and random part,
calculated with the estimated noise, are plotted in fig. A.47. If
we compare these parts wi th the corresponding parts of case 1J
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(fig. A.41). we see that the random part only differs slightly for
the low frequencies and that the bias part is smaller for the
higher frequencies. Sc the influence of the random part on the
total bound is increased what results in bound that is less tight
(cf. fig A.48).

4.4 Real data example.

In this paragraph the bound for the modelling errors for an identified
industrial process (Backx [1987]) will be shown. The process is the
earl ier mentioned tube glass product ion process. For the
identification independent PRBN sequences have been appl1ed to the
inputs of the process. After preparation of the signals the Fini te
Impulse Response (FIR) model was estimated based on 1000 1/0 data
samples. The number of samples of the FIR model was chosen on the
basis of several recorded step responses of the process. The impulse
responses obtained from the estimation are shown in fig. 4. 1 . The
corresponding transfer function is given in fig. 4.2 .

t1W'lSFE1I(l.1 )

1-'

(J.5

1-' J-'
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nANSl'ER FUNcnON l1tANSfEJl FUNcnO!'l

:LI ~ :LI

2
nv.NSFEll(l.I)
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'BANSFEll(2.2)
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P1lEQUEl'/CY (mdII)

(J.5

(J.5

Fig .•. 6 Transfer function of the low order ..del.
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A 7-th order (McMillan degree) State space description has been
obtained which has an transfer function shown in fig. 4.6 .
For the calculation of the random part of the bound we need an
estimate of the output noise which represents the disturbances that
act upon the process. For this the output residuals, obtained by
subtracting the realoutput data and the output data of the simulated
FIR model (fig. 4.1), are used. This output residuals based on the FIR
model give a consistent estimate of the output noise. The amplitude of
the auto-spectra, based on 1000 samples using a Parzen frequency
window for smoothing the sample spectra, are shown in fig. 4.7
together wi th the input auto-spectra. The Fourier transform of the
Parzen window is

(1)w (w) = 4(2 + cosw) [ sine 7 WI4)] 4
7 73 sin(wI2)

This Parzen window is wider than the Tukey window and therefore gives
a smaller variance but a larger bias for the spectral estimates.
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Fig. 4.7 Amplitude of the auto-spectra of the input and
output reslduals.
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The width 1 of the wlndow 15 taken equal to 50.
The disturbances show a low pass charaeter Just l1ke the process. as
can be seen from fIg. 4.7 .
Now that we have the spectra of Input and output residuals. we can
calculate the 3~ bound of the random part based on N = 1000 samples
and taklng n = 50 for the order of the hIgh order model. This 3~ bound
for the random part 15 shown In fig. 4.8 .
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The bIas part of the bound canbe calculated by the absolute value of
the dlfference between the transfer funetlon of the FIR model and the
7-order state space model. The result 15 shown In fIg. 4.9 .
If we compare the bias part of flg 4.9 and the random part of fIg. 4.8
lt 15 clear that the random part domlnates for the low frequencles.
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Fig. 4.8 The bias part of the botmd.

By summation of the bIas and random part we get the total bound of the
modelling errors wh1ch 1s dep1cted below 1n fig. 4.10 .
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FI g. 4.10 Bound of the modelIl ng errors.

The low frequency part of the bound, which is the important part since
the process is low pass, is rather high. This is caused by the random
part (fig. 4.8). The dominating low frequency part of the random part
can he reduced by taking an input signal for the process
identification which has a greater power capacity for the lower
frequencies (cf. Lenssen [1988]).
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5 CONCLUSIES

Ljung and Yuan have shown that the error of the transfer funet ion
estimate has an asymptotically normal distributlon. Based on their
theory a stochastically bound of the element additive errors of
black-box transfer function models has been defined. The bound
consists of a bias and a random (variance) part and is
multidimensional for MIMO modeIs. The random part is bounded
asymptotically by a 3u bound. Although the theory is asymptotic in the
number of data samples and model order, numeri cal tests have shown
that the derived bound 1s adequate for f1nite but sufficient number of
data samples and model order. Even taking a 2u bound for the random
part can resul t in a adequate bound of the modelling errors. Two
algori thms have been proposed for computation of the bound. One is
based on a high order model of the process while the other only needs
a low order model and uses the spectral analysis technique. Both
methods need an estimate of the disturbance, acting on the process,
for the calculation of the random part of the bound. The method that
uses the output residuals of a high order model as output noise
estimate gives an unbiased estimate while the method that uses a low
order model gi ves a biased estimate. From this point of view the
former method is preferabIe. The latter method has the advantage that
it is not only applicable for black-box modeIs.
It has been shown that using spectral windows for reducing the
variance of the auto and cross-spectra results in a less erratic shape
of the bound. If we don't use spectral windows then the bound obtained
with the spectral analysis method has no practical use.
The numerical tests have shown that the amplitude of the random part
compared to the bias part stipulates the tightness of the bound. For
the frequencies where the SIN ratio at the output is bad, the random
part is dominating what results in a bound that is not tight.
The obtained bound for the element modelllng errors can be used for
testing the robust stability. The structure of the bound can be used
for obtaining a necessary and suff1cient stability criterion.
Now that we have a way to calculate a bound of the modelling errors
lts practical use for testing robust stabil i ty and designing robust
controllers has to be examined.
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List of symbols end notations

a
1 J

A8B
I

p

VedA)

det(A)
IE

Iz I
11' 11
ü(A)
cr(A)

).(A)

p(A)
co
cov(x)
var(x)
~ (w)

s
~ (w)

sw
R (T)

s
R (T)

sw
w
cr
arg min Vee)

e
x E As N(m,P)

N

-1
q
E

à
~(1,j)

w. p.
SISO
HIHO
110

the element in the i-th row and j-th column of the

matrix A

the transpose of matrix G

the inverse of the matrix G

the inverse of the matrix GT

the conjugate transpose of matrix A

a matrix A wi th all elements replaced by their
absolute values
the Kronecker product of the matrices A and B
Identity matrix with p columns and rows

operation on the matrix A consisting of stacking the
columns of A on top of each other
the determinant of matrix A
expectation operator
the absolute value of the complex number z

the norm (of a vector/matrix)

maximum singular value of matrix A
minimum singular value of matrix A

eigenvalue of matrix A
spectral radius of matrix A
infinity
covariance matrix of random vector x
variance of random variabIe x
auto-spectrum of signal s

cross-spectrum between signals s and w

auto-covariance function of signal s

cross-covariance function between signals s and w

radian frequency
standard deviation
value of e that minimizes Vee)

the sequence of random variables x converges in
N

distribution to the normal distribution with mean m
and covariance matrix P

backward shift operator
is an element of

the Kronecker delta; ~(i,j)=O for i~j;~(i,i)=l

with probability
Single Input Single output
Hulti Input Hulti Output
input and output
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